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Some trends in energy systems
• Large scale renewable intermittent energy sources
(wind and solar) are being deployed to reach carbon
neutrality

• Local energy systems, regardless of size, should
interact with the surrounding systems and sectors

• Electrification of vehicles, heating, cooling, etc.
• Increased sector coupling to increase energy
efficiency
• Storage systems to capture renewable energy
• Future need for ancillary services to the electric grid
- heat pumps / electric boilers are very suited
• Decarbonizing society will increase focus on aviation
and heavy transport. Power-to-X (P2X) needed for
artificial green fuels
• P2X needs hydrogen (from electrolyzes) and CO2
(e.g., carbon capture on large production facilities)
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Hydrogen, colors
Gray hydrogen

Blue hydrogen

Green hydrogen

Created from fossil fuels in a so-called
steam reforming process

Same process as gray hydrogen

Created through electrolysis of water

Release of CO2 in the process which is
not captured

CO2 is not released but is captured in a
carbon capture process (only possible to
capture up to approximately 90% of the
released CO2)

No CO2 is emitted, if the used electricity
is based on renewable sources

700 degree C to 982 degree C steam is
used to release the hydrogen from a
fossil fuel, such as natural gas

Same process as gray hydrogen

CH4 + 2 H2O -> 4 H2 + CO2

CH4 + 2 H2O -> 4 H2 + CO2

2 H2O -> 2 H2 + O2

Approximately 95% of the hydrogen produced today is grey, emitting 2-3% global GHG
emissions.
Primarily all used for fertilizer production to feed the world.
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Hydrogen: a limited resource and should be used where
really needed
Offshore wind potential estimated for Europe in 2050 is estimated to be 450 GW [2]
• Wind Europe (Voice of the Wind Industry in Europe)

450 GW produces approx. 1665 TWh of electricity.
Converting 1665 TWh to H2 creates 1265 TWh of
green hydrogen.
1265 TWh equates to 75% of the current fossil fuelbased final energy demand of the industrial sector of
EU 28 (see table).
No Offshore wind RES for:
• EVs
• Homes, businesses
• Data centres
• Etc.
Ramboll

Sector
Industry, of which

Final energy
consumption in EU28
in 2018 (TWh) [1]
3066

electricity

950

from fossil fuel

1686

other

Transport, of which

430

3822

light (passenger
vehicles)

1873

heavy (freight, air,
marine, rail)

1949

Commercial and public
services
Households

1763
3293

Space heating and hot
water

2588

Other

Total

705

11943

[1] Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/refreshTableAction.do?tab=table&plugin=1&pcode=ten00124&language=en
[2] WindEurope Vision, https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/about-wind/reports/WindEurope-Our-Energy-Our-Future.pdf
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Hydrogen for heating
Challenges (and potentials)
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No 1 Challenge :
INDIVIDUL SOLUTIONS

AC via grid transmission
(90%) → 90 kWh

The efficiency

Renewable AC
Electricity 100 kWh

AC via grid
transmission
(90%) → 90 kWh

HYDROGEN

DISTRICT HEATING

AC-DC conversion
(95%) → 95 kWh

AC via grid
transmission
(90%) → 90 kWh

Electrolysis
(80%) → 76 kWh

H2 compression and
distribution
(98%) → 74 kWh
Individual air source
heat pump
(COP=3.5)→315 kWhh

Electric space heater
(95%) → 86 kWhh

H2 boiler
(90%) → 67 kWhh

Large-scale heat
pump (COP=4.2)→
378 kWhh

DH network (85%)→
321 kWhh

Heat output / net el. input
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315/100 = 3.15

86/100 = 0.86

67/100 = 0.67

321/100 = 3.21
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AC via grid
transmission
(90%) → 90 kWh
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(80%) → 76 kWh

H2 compression and
distribution
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Individual air source
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Electric space heater
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c.5 TIMES MORE HEAT PRODUCED

Heat output / net el. input
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86/100 = 0.86

67/100 = 0.67

321/100 = 3.21

Challenges with hydrogen in the heating sector
Beside the low overall efficiency, other challenges include:
• Generally low tolerance (10-50%) to hydrogen-natural gas mixtures of existing
equipment designed for natural gas only => new boilers needed at the home
• Competition from other sectors which are harder to decarbonize (high-temperature
industrial heat, heavy transport, large scale storage, synthetic fuels)
•

May require to change existing gas pipelines to “plastic” pipes or special steel pipes => can
lead to a need to install new H2 pipe
networks / fittings

•

Hydrogen has a lower calorific value per unit
volume than natural gas (methane), so larger
gas pipes are required => can lead to a need
to install new H2 pipe networks / fittings
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European hydrogen backbone
A proposal for a European Hydrogen Backbone is
proposed in [1] by the group “Gas for Climate”,
consisting of 10 European gas transport companies.
In a scenario where hydrogen plays a major role in
decarbonizing the European energy system, it is
foreseen that until renewable electricity has scaled
up sufficiently to produce cheap green hydrogen,
blue hydrogen will accelerate decarbonisation from
the mid-2020s onwards.
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[1] https://gasforclimate2050.eu/sdm_downloads/european-hydrogen-backbone/

MAIN CONSTRAINTS FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION/SUPPLY – GREEN HYDROGEN
A high estimate for offshore wind potential in
the UK in 2050 is 80 GW (~16,000 km2) [2],
for an electricity production of ~296 TWh.

If the entire offshore wind electricity was converted into
hydrogen, this would cover ~198 TWh of the final energy use,
more than the energy demand of the industrial sector supplied
by the fossil fuel but less than the heavy transport sector.
Residential heat demand is much higher.
Final energy use in the country (2018), TWh [1]
Sector

Subdivision

Industry

Total industry, of which:

Energy use, TWh
249

Electricity

77

from fossil fuels

137

Other

Transport

Total transport, of which:

486

light (passenger vehicles)

240

heavy (freight, air, marine, rail)

246

Commercial &
public services
Households

35

209
Total household, of which

442

Space heating and hot water

353

Other

Total
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[1] Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/refreshTableAction.do?tab=table&plugin=1&pcode=ten00124&language=en
[2] WindEurope Vision, https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/about-wind/reports/WindEurope-Our-Energy-Our-Future.pdf
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MAIN CONSTRAINTS FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION/SUPPLY – GREEN HYDROGEN
A high estimate for offshore wind potential in
Germany in 2050 is 36 GW (~7200 km2) [2],
for an electricity production of ~133 TWh.

If the entire offshore wind electricity was used for hydrogen,
this would cover ~89 TWh of the final energy use, about 1/4
of the energy demand of the industrial sector supplied by the
fossil fuel.
Residential heat demand is much higher.
Final energy use in the country (2018), TWh [1]
Sector

Subdivision

Industry

Total industry, of which:

Energy use, TWh
668

Electricity

207

from fossil fuels

367

Other

Transport

Total transport, of which:

317

heavy (freight, air, marine, rail)

331

338
Total household, of which

643

Space heating and hot water

534

Other

109

Total
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648

light (passenger vehicles)

Commercial &
public services
Households

94

[1] Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/refreshTableAction.do?tab=table&plugin=1&pcode=ten00124&language=en
[2] WindEurope Vision, https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/about-wind/reports/WindEurope-Our-Energy-Our-Future.pdf
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MAIN CONSTRAINTS FOR HYDROGEN PRODUCTION/SUPPLY – GREEN HYDROGEN
A high estimate for offshore wind
potential in the Netherlands in 2050
is 60 GW (~12,000 km2) [2], for an
electricity production of ~220 TWh.

12,000
km2

If the entire offshore wind electricity was used for hydrogen and none
of it was exported, this would cover ~147 TWh of the final energy
use, which could potentially decarbonize the industrial sector supplied
by the fossil fuel and the heavy transport sector.
With these priorities, there would not be enough hydrogen to
decarbonize the Residential heat demand.
Final energy use in the country (2018), TWh [1]
Sector
Subdivision
Industry
Total industry, of which:

Transport

Commercial & public
services
Households

Energy use, TWh
159

Electricity

49

from fossil fuels

87

Other

23

Total transport, of which:
light (passenger vehicles)

62

heavy (freight, air, marine, rail)

64

Total household, of which

80
112

Space heating and hot water

90

Other

22

Total
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[1] Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/refreshTableAction.do?tab=table&plugin=1&pcode=ten00124&language=en
[2] WindEurope Vision, https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/about-wind/reports/WindEurope-Our-Energy-Our-Future.pdf
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Conclusion
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Conclusions

The future demand and constraints
on the supply of Hydrogen
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Waste heat utilization & district
heating in relation to Hydrogen

Distribution and consumption of
Hydrogen for heating in households

Alternative available solution for heat supply/storage:
DISTRICT HEATING
District heating has the following advantages:
Is a technology which is ready and well-proven
Better overall efficiency
Removes risk of technical lock-in (low-regret), as generation technologies can be
changed while keeping the distribution infrastructure
Has possibly a higher CAPEX for the distribution side, but much lower overall OPEX
It allows for sector coupling (with the electrical sector, and possibly with cooling sector
too)
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A smart integrated energy system
A smart city has a smart
back-yard
• CHP plant
• Waste incinerator
• Waste water treatment
• Biogas from sludge
• Sludge incineration
• Energy intensive
industries
• Ground water
• Drain water
• Sea water
Ramboll
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